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the  fo l lowing est imates  of  the  t ime con-
stants for sh:pe  relaxation along each of
the paths .  For  lat t ice  dif fusion:

u3kT
TL = DLyR

where DL is the lattice diffusion coeffi-
cient .  For  surface  di f fusion:

r4kT
” = DsGyf2

where DsS  i s  the  (exper imental ly  direct ly
accessible) product of the surface diffu-
sivity and the effective thickness of the
dif fusion layer .  For  vapor  t ransport :

TV  =
r2(2mz)“2(kT)3’2

PYfi2
(4)

where m  is  the  atomic  mass .
Surface diffusion, with a time con-

stant proportional to y4, is dominant for
small grains (smallest time constant
means fastest process). Vapor transport,
with a time constant proportional to r2,

i s  dominant  for  large  grains .  S ince ,  gen-
erally for a given system, the activation
energy for the vapor pressure is greater
than that  for  the lat t ice  dif fusivi ty ,  which
in turn is greater than that for the sur-
face diffusivity, one expects these pro-
cesses to dominate in that order with
decreasing temperature. Table I”  gives
examples for 20-pm-diameter particles
of Cu and W at their respective melting
temperatures. In Cu of this size, vapor
transport never dominates, whereas in
W it is the dominant mechanism at the
melt ing temperature.

Figure  5b i l lustrates  the  di f fusion paths
leading to  shape re laxat ion in  mult i layers
by grain-boundary grooving.  In  the  ini -
t ia l  s tage of  re laxat ion,  when the groove
depth h is still small compared to the
distance d’ between the grain bounda-
ries, its evolution is described by treat-
ment13  of grain-boundary grooving at a
free surface. The only difference is that
vapor transport does not occur and that
grain-boundary diffusion takes the place
of surface diffusion. At these short dis-
tances  la t t ice  di f fus ion can be  ignored.  A
simple  dimensional  analysis  gives  an es-
t imate  of  the  evolut ion with t ime,  t :

h4  = DB6yR  t
kT

where DB6 is the (experimentally acces-
sible)  product  of  the grain-boundary dif-
fusivi ty  and thickness .  Note  the  s imilar i ty
to Equation 3.

Figure 5. (a) Kinetic paths for shape
relaxation of an isotropic particle; r is
the radius of the spherical equilibrium
shape; Ar is the maximum
displacement away from the
equilibrium shape. (1) lattice diffusion;
(2) surface diffusion; and (3) vapor
transport. (b) Kinetic paths for late-
stage shape relaxation in multilayers
(1) lattice diffusion; and (2) grain-
boundary (interface) diffusron,  where
h is the groove depth, d is the layer
thickness, and d’  is the distance
b e t w e e n  g r a i n  b o u n d a r i e s .

Table I: Deformation-Mechanism-
Dependent Relaxation Times:

Path c u W

Lattice 1.2 x 106 4.3 x 105

Surface 1.2 x 106 2 x 106

V a p o r 2 x 10’ 1.5 x 105

‘Shape relaxation times (in s) for 20-pm-
diameter Cu and W particles at their respec-
tive mel t ing  temperatures according to
Equations 2-4. Data from a compilation by
Swinkels and Ashby.12

When the depth of  the grain-boundary
groove is of similar magnitude as the
layer thickness d, the chemical potential
gradient driving diffusion becomes es-
tablished between adjacent boundaries
over a distance d’ instead of a distance h
in the early stages.  Note that  in many mi-
crostructures d’ = d. At the same time,
bulk diffusion has to be considered as a
poss ib le  contr ibutor .  Equat ion 5  therefore
becomes modified as:

h3 = (D,d  + D,S)$.

The temperature determines which type
of  di f fusion dominates .  For  example ,  for
d = 1 pm  in Cu, DLd = DC6 at 1300 K; for
d = 10 pm  the temperature is 1046 K.
This is consistent with Coble creep as
the dominant deformation mechanism
in the zero-creep experiments discussed
earl ier  in  th is  sect ion. ’  By set t ing h = d in
Equation 6,  one can obtain an estimate of
the time it takes to complete the groov-
ing process. For l-pm  Cu at 1000 K, the
relaxat ion t ime is  about  lo5  s .  This  again
is consistent with the time scale of the
zero-creep experiments.

Stability
Equilibrium interface shapes and ap-

plied forces were discussed in the first
three sections. However some grain
shapes and/or dimensions permit  inter-
face shapes that, though they have con-
stant  curvature and sat isfy  groove angle
requirements ,  are  not  stable  to  perturba-
tions. There are also geometries for
which constant curvature shapes simply
do not  exist .  These two condit ions,  a long
with inappropriate  applied forces,  lead to
three types of instabilities that can de-
grade a thin film or a multilayer: (1) the
act ion of  equi l ibr ium forces  that  decrease
with increasing sample size; (2) the ac-
tion of applied forces that are inconsis-
tent  with the capil lary forces;  and (3)  the
absence of  a  continuous minimal  surface
consistent with the volumes and in-
plane dimensions of the grains.”

The first instability manifests itself as
coarsening: the growth of large grains
at the expense of smaller ones (grain
growth). The second is the basis of the
zero-creep experiments  used to  measure
surface and interfacial free energies; ap-
pl icat ion of  forces  other  than the  equi l ib-
r ium values  leads to  nonzero  s tra in  rates .

The third instability, which applies to
local  grain dimensions and groove angles ,
is most immediately destructive. It was
noted in the section on thin films and
mult i layers  that  the shapes of  equi l ibrated
interfaces  in  cont inuous f i lms and multi-
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the  fo l lowing est imates  of  the  t ime con-
stants  for  shape relaxat ion along each of
the paths .  For  lat t ice  dif fusion:

r3kT
TL = DLyR G-9

where DL is the lattice diffusion coeffi-
cient .  For  surface  di f fusion:

r4kT
Ts =  D & R (3)

where Ds6  i s  the  (exper imental ly  direct ly
accessible) product of the surface diffu-
sivity and the effective thickness of the
dif fusion layer .  For  vapor  t ransport :

r2(2mn)“2(kT)3’2
TV  =

PYQ2
(4)

where m  is  the  atomic  mass .
Surface diffusion, with a time con-

stant proportional to r4, is dominant for
small grains (smallest time constant
means fastest process). Vapor transport,
with a time constant proportional to Y’,

i s  dominant  for  large  grains .  S ince ,  gen-
erally for a given system, the activation
energy for the vapor pressure is greater
than that  for  the lat t ice  dif fusivi ty ,  which
in turn is greater than that for the sur-
face diffusivity, one expects these pro-
cesses to dominate in that order with
decreasing temperature. Table I” gives
examples for 20-pm-diameter particles
of Cu and W at their respective melting
temperatures. In Cu of this size, vapor
transport never dominates, whereas in
W it is the dominant mechanism at the
melt ing temperature.

Figure  5b i l lustrates  the  di f fusion paths
leading to  shape re laxat ion in  mult i layers
by grain-boundary grooving.  In  the  ini -
t ia l  s tage of  re laxat ion,  when the groove
depth h is still small compared to the
distance d’ between the grain bounda-
ries, its evolution is described by treat-
ment13  of grain-boundary grooving at a
free surface. The only difference is that
vapor transport does not occur and that
grain-boundary diffusion takes the place
of surface diffusion. At these short dis-
tances  la t t ice  di f fus ion can be  ignored.  A
simple  dimensional  analysis  gives  an es-
t imate  of  the  evolut ion with t ime,  f:

h4  = DBb’R- f
kT (5)

where De6  is the (experimentally acces-
sible)  product  of  the grain-boundary dif-
fusivi ty  and thickness .  Note  the  s imilar i ty
to Equation 3.
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Figure 5. (a) Kinetic paths for shape
relaxation of an isotropic particle; r is
the radius of the spherical equilibrium
shape; Ar is the maximum
displacement away from the
equilibrium shape. (1) lattice diffusion;
(2) surface diffusion; and (3) vapor
transport. (b) Kinetic paths for late-
stage shape relaxation in multilayers:
(1) lattice diffusion; and (2) grain-
boundary (interface) diffusion, where
h is the groove depth, d is the layer
thickness, and d’  is the distance
b e t w e e n  g r a i n  b o u n d a r i e s .

Table I: Deformation-Mechanism-
Dependent Relaxation Times:

Path c u W

Lattice 1.2 x 106 4.3 x 105
Surface 1.2 x 106 2 x 106

V a p o r 2 x 10’ 1.5 x lo5

‘Shape relaxation times (in s) for 20-Frn-
diameter Cu and W particles at their respec-
tive melting temperatures according to
Equations 2-4. Data from a compilation by
Swinkels and Ashby.‘*

When the depth of  the grain-boundary
groove is of similar magnitude as the
layer thickness d, the chemical potential
gradient driving diffusion becomes es-
tablished between adjacent boundaries
over a distance d’ instead of a distance h
in the early stages.  Note that  in many mi-
crostructures d = d. At the same time,
bulk diffusion has to be considered as a
poss ib le  contr ibutor .  Equat ion 5  therefore
becomes modified as:

h3  = (DLd + D&)-$f

The temperature determines which type
of  di f fusion dominates .  For  example ,  for
d = 1 ,um  in Cu, DLd = D&at  1300 K; for
d = 10 pm  the temperature is 1046 K.
This is consistent with Coble creep as
the dominant deformation mechanism
in the zero-creep experiments discussed
earlier in this section.8  By setting h = din
Equation 6,  one can obtain an estimate of
the time it takes to complete the groov-
ing process. For l-pm  Cu at 1000 K, the
relaxat ion t ime is  about  10’ s .  This  again
is consistent with the time scale of the
zero-creep experiments.

Stability
Equilibrium interface shapes and ap-

plied forces were discussed in the first
three sections. However some grain
shapes and/or dimensions permit  inter-
face shapes that, though they have con-
stant  curvature and sat isfy  groove angle
requirements ,  are  not  stable  to  perturba-
tions. There are also geometries for
which constant curvature shapes simply
do not  exist .  These two condit ions,  a long
with inappropriate  applied forces,  lead to
three types of instabilities that can de-
grade a thin film or a multilayer: (1) the
act ion of  equi l ibr ium forces  that  decrease
with increasing sample size; (2) the ac-
tion of applied forces that are inconsis-
tent  with the capil lary forces;  and (3)  the
absence of  a  continuous minimal  surface
consistent with the volumes and in-
plane dimensions of the grains.”

The first instability manifests itself as
coarsening: the growth of large grains
at the expense of smaller ones (grain
growth). The second is the basis of the
zero-creep experiments  used to  measure
surface and interfacial free energies; ap-
pl icat ion of  forces  other  than the  equi l ib-
r ium values  leads to  nonzero  s tra in  rates .

The third instability, which applies to
local  grain dimensions and groove angles ,
is most immediately destructive. It was
noted in the section on thin films and
mult i layers  that  the shapes of  equi l ibrated
interfaces  in  cont inuous f i lms and multi-
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layers composed of regular arrays of
grains  can be generated from sect ions of
spherical  caps.  However a  continuous so-
lut ion consis tent  with  the  grain  volumes,
dimensions,  and groove angles  of  a  par-
t icular  mater ia l  does  not  a lways exist .  In
its mildest form, this causes limited
“pinchoff” at  the tr iple junctions between
grains .  In  more severe cases ,  i t  may lead
to complete separation at  grain bounda-
ries and the development of a granular
fi lm.  The range of  behaviors  of  di f ferent
creep samples was seen in Figure 4 :  some
maintained a layered structure for long
testing times; others suffered pinchoff
before exhibiting any significant creep
deformation. For the reasons discussed
in the  sect ion on kinet ics ,  these  s tabi l i ty
issues become especially relevant as the
layers  become thinner ,  and are  the l ikely
origin of the granular nature of Ag/
NisoFe20  multilayers studied for their
giant  magnetoresistance.’

Even though pinchoff in polycrystal-
l ine  layers  i s  d irect ly  re lated to  the  pres-
ence of the grain boundaries (since it
occurs  at  the tr iple  junct ions where they
meet within the layers), the problem
would be much worse in the absence of
grain-boundary grooves .  I f  these  grooves
are  ( inappropriately)  neglected,  inf ini te ly
deep perforations are predicted.15  In  real -
i ty ,  the  t r iple  junct ions  in  regular  arrays
of  grains equil ibrate at  f inite  depth and do
not  perforate  the film’0,‘6  (unl ike  Mullins’
isolated grain-boundary groove13).  The
development of these grooves causes
stagnat ion of  coarsening (grain  growth)
in thin films and multilayers by “an-
choring” the boundary at the bottom of
the groove.” This stagnation process ul-
t imate ly  s tabi l izes  f i lms  and mult i layers
against  perforat ion s ince pits  would even-
tual ly form when the in-plane grain s ize
becomes much larger than the film or
layer  thickness.“,‘6
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